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Generál Berger „odstupuje“ jako velitel White Hats
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Napětí mezi prezidentem Donaldem J. Trumpem a generálem

námořní pěchoty Davidem H. Bergerem způsobilo, že generál David

H. Berger „odstoupil“ ze své funkce velitele oddílu Bílého klobouku

americké armády, uvedl ve čtvrtek odpoledne zdroj z generálovy

kanceláře.
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Generál Berger, který vedl Bílé klobouky dva roky a zorganizoval

několik zatčení Deep Sate, dospěl ke svému rozhodnutí dnes

odpoledne před strohým telefonickým rozhovorem s prezidentem

Trumpem. Generál řekl Trumpovi, že si váží jeho důvěry, ale už

nemůže účinně vést koalici Bílého klobouku, protože se cítil „mimo

kruh a ve tmě“.

"Pan. Prezidente, pokud nebudete sdílet své kroky, ohrozí to mou

pozici. Složil jsem významnou přísahu a dodržel jsem ji. Vaše

neochota, pane, nechat mě informovat o tom, co plánujete udělat,

oslabila moji pozici,“ řekl generál Berger Trumpovi.

Náš zdroj, který po telefonátu mluvil s generálem Bergerem, se

podělil o to, co Trump generálovi sdělil: „Mohu mluvit pouze s tím,

co mi řekl generál Berger. Trump mu prý řekl, že pokud v plán

nevěří, možná je načase nechat vedení někoho jiného,   někoho, kdo

by mohl dělat jeho práci, aniž by zpochybňoval Trumpovy motivy a

metody. Generál Berger souhlasil. Řekl, že zůstane v poradní funkci a

ne inženýr."

Generál Berger řekl Trumpovi, že jak generál námořní pěchoty Eric

M. Smith, tak generál americké armády Marcus Evans byli stejně

schopni plnit jeho boty.

"Prezident Trump řekl generálu Bergerovi, aby vybíral moudře," řekl

náš zdroj.

To je vše, co teď máme.

Pelosiho tribunál stále probíhal od 14:00 est.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.
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Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 34 692 krát, 3 684 návštěv dnes)

I’ll bet that General Berger will stay on if Trump offers him his own

superhero NFT…

Last edited 9 hours ago by QBall59

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

Computer). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however

last month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the

PC(Personal Computer) for 9 hours per day.

 
For more detail visit this article..

https://payathome.blogspot.com/

Last edited 1 hour ago by mondexmomma

Scam is every where but don’t worry , every one is not a cheater, very

reliable and profitable site. Thousands peoples are making good

earning from it. For further detail visit the link no instant money

required free signup and informationType a message……___

http://aboutwork11.blogspot.com

Last edited 8 hours ago by mondexmomma

He said he’d stay on in an advisory capacity and not an engineer.”

“President Trump told Gen. Berger to pick wisely,”

 
================================

https://payathome.blogspot.com/
http://aboutwork11.blogspot.com/
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Robert Gregory Boensch

Commander of the Territory of Michigan

 
For the Common People of this Country

Do I have full Power to levy War?

archive-org/details/1st.-do-i-have-full-power-to-levy-

war/17.4.3%20Special%20Courts/

+++

 
RGB

 
+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

We, therefore, the Representatives of [the] these united States of

America, in

 
General Congress, Assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the

world for

 
the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and by Authority of

the good

 
People of these Colonies, solemnly publish and declare, That these

United

 
Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States;

that they are

 
Absolved from all Allegiance to the British Crown, and that all

political

 
connection between them and the State of Great Britain, is and ought

to be totally

 
dissolved; and that as Free and Independent States, they have full

Power to levy

 
War, conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish Commerce, and to

do all other

 
Acts and Things which Independent States may of right do. And for

the support of

 
this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of divine
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Providence, we

mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred

Honor.

these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that

they are endowed by their.

 
Creator with certain unalienable Rights.

 
And I can Levy War against any State or My Own State Government

that interferer’s With My Common Peoples.

Unalienable Rights.

 
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.

The full range of actions that a State may take under its domestic law

during noninternational armed conflict would depend on the content

of that law, including applicable

 
constitutional restrictions.

 
83

 
17.4.3 Special Courts. As part of its emergency regulations, a State

may establish special

 
or emergency courts for cases involving unprivileged belligerents or

other persons suspected of

 
committing offenses related to the non-international armed conflict.

 
Such courts must be regularly constituted and afford all the judicial

guarantees that are

 
recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.

 
84 Such courts may distinguish based on

 
nationality.85 The procedures of such courts may deviate from those

applicable during ordinary

Search My Posts on Archive-Org

From

The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY.
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+++

Robert Gregory Boensch

There is Many PDFs you can download in the side bar

and they have links to the Facts elements etc

Thanks for looking

Robert Gregory Boensch

Jason Wentworth Michigan Speaker of the House;

A Remonstrance Being filed and to be acted on for the Common

People of Michigan ;

They failed to respond; It’s law Now;

In law, acquiescence

The doctrine infers a form of “—–

” that results from silence or passiveness over an extended period of

time.

Estoppel is a judicial device in and when used affirmatively by a

plaintiff it is sometimes called a “sword”

MICHIGAN Inc.is a Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations;

And We the People of Michigan have full control Today;

Robert Gregory Boensch 2022-09-04

The MAXIMS OF LAW AND EQUITY –

THEY ARE THE FOUNDATIONS OF ANY LEGITIMATE AND

LAWFUL SOCIETY.

Sampling as follows:
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From a wrong no contract can arise.

False in one thing, false in all things.

It is a fraud to conceal a fraud.

Fraud and justice never dwell together

Fraud lies hidden in general expressions.

Fraud is most hateful to law.

In default of the law, the maxim rules.

A mandate of an illegal thing is void.

Remove the foundation, the work falls.

MICHIGAN Inc.is a Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations;

And We the People of Michigan have full control Today;

Robert Gregory Boensch 2022-09-04;

Each Person in each State has the Responsibility to Defend it Self

and the People around Them.

 
Why are we waiting for the Federal Government to Protect Us.

The Most powerful Weapon We Have is to refuse to participate in

their Game.

 
And The seek the Truth and gain the Knowledge how how the System

works.

And when you see Something that will work Show this to others and

make a Plan.

Learn that you have rights and never give them UP!
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I spent my Whole life refusing their Game.

And This is one of my Action to Correct Their Trespasses’

 
Against Us.

 
The Common People!

Robert Gregory Boensch

To

Michigan Common People.

WE Have Taken Control.

I am An Army of One.

Will My Numbers Increase.

I Can And Will Get This Done.

With Just Me and My Friend Upstairs!

Ps

 
Looking For Non Bar member People.

 
Well versed in Common Law.

 
To Help Me set Up the Special

 
17.4.3 Special Courts. As part of its emergency regulations, a State

may establish special

 
or emergency courts for cases involving unprivileged belligerents or

other persons .

And a Work Force to operate

The Standish Max Prison 600+ beds.

 
Arenac County Michigan.

 
Standish Maximum Correctional Facility.

 
A Gitmo Class Facility.

 
I Plan on Using this as our venue As a One Stop service center.

 
For carrying Out the 17.4.3 Special Courts.
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Contact info will be available after the First of the Year

All the Jobs available Will be in every Discipline Needed

 
to Bring this Facility back into Service .

 
And to Fully Staff it with the personal to correctly Run such

 
an Operation at full capacity With a Planed Fast turn over of the

Cliental that we will be Serving.

Be safe these special holiday season.

 
And Study Up one the New Years Job AT Hand!

+++

 
RGB

General Berger agreed. He said he’d stay on in an advisory capacity

and not an engineer.”

Please.

 
General Berger.

 
If their is any way you could Help Us the Common People

 
of Michigan in this Effort .

 
Your Participation would be Greatly Appreciated.

+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

Non-fungible token. From Investopedia:

—NFTs (non-fungible tokens) are unique cryptographic tokens that

exist on a blockchain and cannot be replicated.

 
—NFTs can represent real-world items like artwork and real estate.

 
—“Tokenizing” these real-world tangible assets makes buying,

selling, and trading them more efficient while reducing the

probability of fraud.

 
—NFTs can also function to represent individuals’ identities,

property rights, and more.

 
—Collectors have sought NFTs as their value initially soared, but has

since moderated.
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Who wants to stay on with a leader that keeps you in the dog and

doesn’t trust you general Berger is a Patriot and would do the best

thing in every but again if he was deceived and had 3 of his been

killed because of that deception I would think very heavily on staying

on in my position if I wasn’t told if I was catching the dog and I

wasn’t told anything So general Berger did the right thing I might not

have stayed either not for enough but trump is not God and trump is

not a general trump is A businessman that is a whole generals do not

keep generals in the dark about everything until the last 2 years

general Burger from what I understand has been in the dark about

everything that is not right compartmentalization is one thing not

trusting your generals is another thing and that’s what seems to be

going on here I wouldn’t want any more of my men getting blown

away either

I pray that senior staff are united and as sober as the C.I.C. room on

my LST. Command always has in the back of mind that they are the

experts in executing the actions that must be done in fluid situations

. It is they whom will be held accountable after political types desert

them. If Command does not have the full faith & trust of C.I.C. DJT

then the situation must be resolved in diplomatic fashion. The

Founders Gave Authority & Freedom to act in their role of protectors

, to make changes , even including appointment of a new C.I.C. if

necessary. No one person is irreplaceable , united we stand ; divided

we fall. C.I.C. is Providing direction but should , seldom keep staff in

the dark . Time is moving , world situation in the ops room vs what is

the expected move of The Commander ? Is his eval significantly

different ? Where the heck are we headed ? Is course correction

necessary ? I continue to pray constantly & fervently for all those

running the gauntlet. God Bless Our Military . Nick , NavyBlueSmoke

, LST-1195

Periods and commas are a great thing. I value what you are saying,

but it is really hard to get it.
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Specifically ; how did the General Not Do Enough By The

Constitution ? There is some instance where C.I.C. did not receive

the proper response from his senior staff member ? How , What ,

Where & Why in your estimation ? Nick , NBS ………..

I up voted.

 
These nft and cards are the trump equivalent of the cabal Illuminati

cards.

 
Trump’s are better. He has beaten them at their own game.

Nobody took over my account. You can check by looking at the avatar

on older posts and comparing it to current posts. You’ll see it hasn’t

changed.

Yes, but–if Trump knows treachery is everywhere and he’s already

had difficult conversations with Berger, is it really a surprise?

I think we’d be a lot closer to the end if America decides to opt for a

general strike, as they’re doing in Brazil, and the military gets behind

them. I have no doubt the rank and file white hats are behind Trump.

Is Berger truly behind him? Or could someone else fill this role

better?

Unless and until I hear otherwise, I still believe Trump knows what

he’s doing.

It’s another trick to trick the black hats to falling in many of Trump’s

and Berger’s ploys and as always, the dumb fukkers club of

Demonrats falls for the bait and falls down a few more pegs….

I’m all for protesting the fake election results like the Brazilians are,

but the deep state literally wants us dead, protests or not. THEY

WANT US DEAD. We cannot stop arresting these traitors until they

are all locked up or executed. THIS IS FOR THE KIDS, ABOVE ALL

ELSE. This is why we need to keep fighting back and never stop.

Trump needs us and we need him! AMERICANS ARE WARRIORS,

NOT TEDDY BEARS!
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General Berger just had 2 or 3 of his men killed on operations that

would deceptive and trump refused to tell Burger anything about

what was going on in his command so after 2 or 3 of my men getting

killed I would have stepped down too I don’t trust without

information came from reply with Burger and who knows that

information might come from trump there’s too many variables here

we don’t know about But there’s plenty more generals and general

burvette did a bang-up job

100% exactly right I would have done the same thing you bought if I

was Burger having 2 or 3 my men killed I said it previously and

having trump refused to let me know what’s going on with anything

the only thing is if I was general Burger I wouldn’t trust trump I

mean look at it from his situation he just got 3 his soldiers shut up

shut the hell so I don’t blame Burger one bit But nobody knows the

whole story Burger could still be working ohh this is also screwed up

and they have even advanced the rank who knows It’s all a play it’s

all a story enjoy the movie cause us civilians don’t know what the hell

is going on

We are near the end. The NYT published back in 12/21 that military

tribunals will be made public in the summer of 23. That was a comm

from the white hats.

“Is Berger truly behind him? Or could someone else fill this role

better?”

My guess is that General Berger wants to be in a position that allows

him to focus on fewer and very specific matters. His current position

detracts from that.

And that’s a FACT! My brother was Marine Vietnam. Myself Army

(Drafted) Vietnam Era and other brother Navy Vietnam.

He didn’t say he was going to hide just be an advisory not a

commanding general. He don’t like his conversations with Trump is

all.
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Sounds like to me Berger didn’t like Trump as much due to

confounding conversations. There’s a plan is there? What plan? “The

plan” is not enough. Hiding? Don’t fit into the conversation. What is

Trump hiding? ‘The plan we’re supposed to trust?” Is that another

way of saying “have faith”? Maybe Trumps people don’t trust the

plan. They want money so doing those kinda games. Maybe this

world don’t let people step down from that kinda power til they die.

General does not have any reason to hide. I do not believe for a short

New York second that he has anyting less than the full support of

those beneath him in command. He’s been in action a very long time

& would not have had the position he’s held for this amount of time if

he had a base of support that was weak. No Hiding for the general &

if he chose to take Marines & take the fight to the enemy in full , I’d

volunteer my old crew to back him cause even in support role we’d

love to back The General ! Don’t worry about him ! His Enemies fear

Him & darn well They Should ! I pray that the Current Master of

Masters backs him fully since that worlds top martial artist is worth

an entire battalion All By Himself ! I hope C.I.C. Trump has decided

where the next major step is . I heard the fat lady sing long ago & it’s

time to get this show on the road to the next play date …………… Swift

Winds & Following Seas ………… Let’s move , Is That Right Donald ? ?

Front Stage Center NOW Please ……………. Nick , NavyBlueSmoke ,

LST-1195

Michael, why am I being censored here? I’m not a troll and I don’t

fight with people. My posts have been taken down.

Lots of my posts gone also. First noticed it when I was “waiting for

approval” those never get approved”.

What happened to the Military’s plan called “Devolution” conceived

in 1947 and went into effect Oct 31, 2020 for just such a time as this

according to Clif High he noted on USAWatchdog.com? Seems

General Berger would know about and President Trump following.

Article seems opposite to this.
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Pick me. I’ll do the job, and get er done faster than fast. Any other

takers out there?

A few good men should be control. It really needs the military in

command but even now they jump sideways for cover. I’m pulling my

hair out here (and there is not much left) For goodness sake – does it

need the insight of a good poster or two, to run this show from this

point? My God everyone – man up and serve.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Alan Hardy

Katie Hobbs is another huge criminal that is getting rewarded for

counting her opponents votes & making an Election Day last for over

a month??!

Does not mean it is true.

 
Why would General Berger make such an announcement?

 
Successful militaries do not act like this nor make announcements

concerning military policies, command changes. Disinformation and

deception. Play the Trump card.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Michael R Davis

The entire deep state knows about it because they massively employ

Doubles, Clones, Doppelgängers & Computer Generated Images like

they all do in Hollywood!

Last edited 4 hours ago by GLADALLOVER

especially so since the military is split. this nightmare in the fake

White House needs to end, before everything is destroyed. the

military would be the logical resource in times such as these, but . . .

Considering we haven’t seen a hint of any hard evidence on the main

stage of this guy’s alleged activity, is this really important?

I have appreciated Gen Berger’s leadership to this point. He is not

leading anything like in his past I am sure!!! Too bad he wasn’t

provided some Q drops to guide the way and build that trust in
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Trump along the way.

He is just mad because the annual Bob Hope Christmas Special at

Gitmo was cancelled yet again.

If any of this is true

 
Berger should immediately take trump to Guantanamo

 
No advisors no secret service

 
And sit down one on one and hammer it out

 
Like men

 
Like adults

Immediately!

 
Stop the bull shit, fight like Patton!

 
MB give to Trump and Berger

Or it’s not true

 
Seen nasty on the news a bit ago

 
Dont know

All of this is like saying white men are the majority ! When there is

more White women ( Minority) then white men (The So ,called

Majority!) Not to include White people in the whole world are only a

small, small fraction of society ! Obviously , they have never been the

majority if you factor that in the equation ! Then factor white woman

( The so, called minority ) out of it ! Yet, every other race commits

more crime ! Plus, they are considered the minority of population!

What a joke! We have been lied to for years all for the puppet master

to pull our strings of guilt , shame, create hate , division, unwinable

wars ( with low grade technology), not to include other brainwashing

for sterilization death shots ! All so, they can depopulate the earth for

their One World Government an One World Religion ( Chrislam,

already built on Muslim soil that is taught through the Koran to kill

anyone converting from Islam !) That’s not to include the New

religious law from NATO last year ! That says you can’t say Jesus

Christ is the only way to God , Our Heavenly Father ! Otherwise it’s

punishment will be from the whole world for punishment! My guess
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many guilletines , Body bags , Fema camps , the military an

government still have will be used ! Merry Christmas everyone , and

a Happy New Year! Because, the shows coming to a end ! An it looks

like the Builderberg Group, CIA , Multi- Trillion of Dollars

Worldwide Criminal Drug Cartels are an have been in control for a

long time! All for the Satanic One World Government an it’s Anti

Christ One world Religion Chrislam! We have been lied to for years

from them ! Who knows what evil , deceitful, satanic lie , magical

trick is up their sleeves next ! Maybe, their going to have a demonic

alien come out of a spaceship an say we come from them an then say

there bad aliens that’s not like them that we didn’t come from! When

in reality their all demonic alien being an we aren’t from them! They

would only be from Satan! If any of it would be real ! Satan is called

the ruler of the air ! But, God Create us an Satan isn’t Our God !

That’s why he hates all Gods Creations mainly us ! Jesus Christ ,is

Our Lord an Savior ( John 3:16 ! ) ! We are Joint heirs with Jesus

Christ if we ask forgiveness of our sins ! Then keep gods Ten

Commandments! An the Holy Spirit dwells within us for a tighter

bond between us an God Our, Heavenly Father ! Just trust an believe

in him ,that simple! We better be praying an getting as close to him !

That’s by reading Gods word the holy Bible an Praying ! It can’t be to

long now before he comes back for us ! But, it won’t be in a UFO

flying aircraft that’s for sure! Never forget who holds all the keys to

everything that Adam had ! And every key Satan had to death,hell, an

the grave ! It’s Jesus Christ Our Lord an Savior! So, Satan has been

defeated in Heaven, Earth , Hell by Jesus on the Cross an Our ,

Heavenly Father ! Good news though we are told we have what Jesus

Christ has through him if we only have faith an believe ! Power of life

and Death in the tounge choice life an forgiveness bless an not curse !

The true way leave everything else to God , Our Father in Heaven!

Well hopefully everyone has a chance soon to read John 3:16, 10

commandments an keep them, Lord’s Prayer, Revelation! Because

it’s about to get real ! Have faith an Trust ! Then only fear the one

who can send you to hell forever ! That’s for un-forgiveness of any
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sins not forgiven ,an by not keeping his 10 commandments his law !

It’s real simple, we our are worse enemies with our thoughts ,an

every words spoken or not spoken! Free choice Heaven or Hell ,

choose wisely!

Sorry, about the grammar mistakes ! But, I’m not sorry for the

content or my faith in Jesus Christ Our Lord an Savior! ( John 3:16 !

)

I think Trump is going down, he is his worst enemy, He never

explaned why he pushed the clot shot.

I believe Michael is reporting what he is being told. However I call

BULLSHIT on this. President Trump hold loyalty in the highest

regard and lets face it General Berger is an extremely loyal patriot

and loyal to our beloved POTUS!!!

 
I CALL BULLSHIT and this is just for show…

 
Thats this patriots opinion on this one.

 
God Bless ALL Patriots on the planet!!!

Are we allowed to only believe the stories here that follow our own

narrative of things.

 
Michael is reporting what he is being told than this story, no mater

how much it hurts our feelings would have to be true as well.

 
I said a long while ago that if I where still in the military I would have

lost it and been dis-honorable discharged because every time

someone says “just stick with the plan”, I want to lose it.

 
No plan is ever given just a stupid quote, when you have soldiers

under you, you can’t tell them stupid quotes, you have to have an

actual plan.

 
From the start it seems like the white hats are running on nothing, by

letting the MSM run the narrative still after a stolen election, twice.

If any of these stories are real then the white hats have been screwing

around for far to long and the bad guys are winning.

 
They still have control of the money, the narrative and the people are
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still in the dark as to the truth.

Trump is losing voters faster than a shedding covid patient on his 3rd

booster. By 2024 Trump will not win the election for the people are

losing their confidence in him.

 
If this was for show, then Trump just lost a few more voters if they

follow this site.

Most forgot or never knew many aspects of WAR. Honestly, what do

any CIVILIANS actually KNOW, about WAR? americans, and I show

no RESPECT with the little a, on PURPOSE, are ungrateful,

uneducated, and self-serving. If that statement of FACT “bothers

You”, it’s because the TRUTH, hurts, when read or heard. The

asshats, called “white hats” are elite cunts, offspring of REAL GODS,

that like to lie, steal, and cheat, the uneducated and ignorant, the

weak. Shape shifting, out of body experience, transfer of “essence” or

“souls”, and it’s being done without consent, because The PEOPLE,

were NOT PROPERLY INFORMED. MAGIC, requires absolute

INTEGRITY!!! Kinda hard living in a lying Lions Den, that’s runs

with PRIDE, leading thyn SELF, instead of DISCIPLINE.

PANTHERS, TIGERS, and even BEARS, run and HUNT IN PACKS,

as a FAMILY. Ability is better than pride.

 

I have a strong suspicion you are ontu something. This all is being

posted now on PURPOSE as the Deep State is well aware of this web

site and its insight into the White Hat operation. So I bet there is

ALLOT more to this all than we are being shown and it is for the

purposes of optics to the enemy.

I also still suspect that Q is an AI being employed to do the opposite

of what Skynet did in the Terminator series or better – being utilized

to terminate the Illuminati once and for ll. But that is just my “silly”

theory.

Trump is continuing to surround himself with a bunch of Grifters.

 
Get Bannon down to Florida, YESTERDAY. This playing card bull

shit
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is a PR disaster.

I think this could very well be a smoke screen. Remember what fuzz

nut Austin threatened in the past week or two…..

I don’t think she is that verbose. This is report is akin to what TV.

Networks do when they ran out of regular programming. In this case,

the natives are restless to hear the outcome of NP’s tribunal so I

consider this as filler. Blessings,

Oh this makes a lot of sense. Put this sort of discord where the enemy

can see it. More disinformation to appear weak when strong. Still

trying to flush out traitors.

Yeah, in that context it DOES make sense. Make them think Trump

is losing support of the White Hats. Make them think Berger has lost

faith. Make them think ANYTHING but that they’re winning…

Honestly, it does make sense.

“appear weak when you are strong.” “Appear strong when you are

weak.” all I need to know. The Art of War,,, This is all a nothing

burger.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Joe Kramer

Deliberate ‘Art of War’ disinformation and deception.

 
Time to play the Trump card.

12. “If your enemy is secure at all points, be prepared for him. If he is

in superior strength, evade him. If your opponent is temperamental,

seek to irritate him. Pretend to be weak, that he may grow arrogant.

If he is taking his ease, give him no rest. If his forces are united,

separate them. If sovereign and subject are in accord, put division

between them. Attack him where he is unprepared, appear where you

are not expected.” – Sun Tzu
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10. “All warfare is based on deception. Hence, when able to attack,

we must seem unable; when using our forces, we must seem inactive;

when we are near, we must make the enemy believe we are far away;

when far away, we must make him believe we are near.” – Sun Tzu

I can see loads of 4D chess in this – but now is not the time for games

– it’s now action time – it’s time to use the Sun Tzu teachings and

win through against the odds.

Well, well, well…the shit has hit the fan. It would appear from

Trump’s reaction that he’s playing a game few if any are privy to. I

sure hope he’s foreseen all the countermoves…

Mr. Baxter, I suppose that you have little choice in the matter except

to do as you’re told in the production of Asinine News all to enable

the erection of a second matrix. My thesis in Episode 35 was that

Juan O Savin has been trying to buy time and that his method in this

is to keep us confused and distracted. Since we’ve come to rely on

General Berger, this should qualify as one of Juan O Savin’s “gut

punches.” It is not an easy matter to induce 100 million Trumpers to

pat their knee for two-years. Yet I futher surmise that the waiting is

nearly over as Juan O Savin has recently stated, “I think this court,

who overturned Roe V Wade, has shown the guts and the resolve to

make a move (that in a normal world would appear completely

unfathomable). They will go non-linear. It will happen this month of

December, and it will shock the world, and save America.”

Meanwhile, we Trumpers remain as unprepared for anything as my

Great Aunt Tilly’s Bridge Club.

Don’t get me wrong, I am actually one of your biggest fans, but that is

mainly due to the fact that you’re all I’ve got.

Well Trump just screwed the white hats and the patriots. The general

was all that held the team together and without him we just gave the

black hats the win. We are screwed
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Not sharing details,Trump had to play his “cards”excuse the

facetious use of the word. Close to his vest. There were so many

leaks.General Berger should understand that. Or perhaps there is

more that was discussed on the phone that Berger thought it time to

leave – maybe where the leaks were coming from.

A few good men were gone just because the big ego refused to accept

any good advised presented to him…

Anyone that said big ego has high IQ and trust the plan…. playing

15D chess… bla..bla ….wow… when would this movie end.

Supposedly Gen Berger just rounding up all traitors after he recieved

the order of insurrection act fron big ego. no need to consult with

him any more.

Too bad… my lovely country…what will happen to her now????

She is still and will continue to be in good hands, that is God’s hands.

Have faith and trust in him alone. Faithfulness in all of us should

give us heaven’s badge of honor. Blessings,

This needs to be on page one. I thank Gen. Berger for all of his

behind the scenes work & all the stress he is under with not knowing

what Trump is up to. Really not fair as they have worked under a lot

of pressure to get these arrests & executions

 
done .You have been in my prayers & thoughts General & God Bless

you, the military & the USA. I have tears in my eyes & will continue

praying for you. Thank you. Thank You. Thank you.

Darn. I have great confidence in Berger. He had Trump’s back. If

Berger says we trust these other guys, I believe him.

The movie plot line is getting more intense, Trump’s real

announcement sounded like this movie might just have an ending

soon. Lots of coded messages as far as I’m concerned while many

thought the NFT’s were the real story. Fools you are.
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I have an idea… let’s all get vax’d and triple boosted and give them

what they want, and what will happen if they don’t initiate the EBS!

Tell you what… when trump or any of the players lose someone dear,

THEN THEY WILL MOVE and reveal what we need to see!

Don’t be so stupid. Somewhere locked in the back of this covid crazy

is the mad pointer to so many left wingers loving the clot shot. – Let

them. Let them take it and leave the field of play that bit sooner. The

world is stressed – resources are finite and in a generation things will

be so much better. It’s a hellish trick to stand-by but we all have an

amount of trust. Cross your fingers and pray those really in charge

can bring the baby home safe and sound.

The Radical Far leftists love that very poisonous clot shot because of

the massive amount of blood stained loot that they get & the power

they receive for intentionally killing millions worldwide!

Really? I question why Gen. Bergers’s action is in quotations.

Hmmmm. On the brighter side, at least the general did not pull a

Johnny Paycheck famous line. Y’all know what that is. White Hat

family feud or the all too familiar Sun Tzu imho. Blessings,

Our country needs peace right now. God please give us your

protection, guidance and Holy Spirit choose the right general to lead

the White Hats. In Jesus precious name I pray… Amen..

I am deeply deeply saddened by the loss of General Berger as the lead

White Hat. And though I believe that others can stay the course and

are like minded, the wisdom skill and honor with which he has

comported himself through this particularly dicey time will be greatly

missed and I believe lauded for the challenges and dangers he has

guided us through thus far. I take some solace that he will still be on

the team. God Bless you General Berger our mission will still flourish

we pray.
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Hey, folks–Berger SAYS he’s stepping down. It does not actually

MEAN he’s stepping down. He says he’ll still stay in an advisory

capacity.

If the point is deception, making people think Trump has lost his

first lieutenant is paramount to thinking they can strike now, with

impunity.

Let’s see what happens from here.

Popcorn with extra butter on standby ready to go, malted milk balls

locked and loaded, let the show begin.

There just may be a whole crowd of people that some believe are one

way but are working behind the scenes.

I will never lose my trust in Trump. For some reason, this must be

part of the plan. On another site, I saw Musk dressed as a hero as

well. Let’s wait and see, we’ve all been with DT for years. Keep the

faith.

How many people have you asked the same question to? I know I

was one of them.

PatGal: (If I may) I see no reason to believe that Mr. Elon Musk has

ever existed to set one foot upon this Earth. Many of his actions,

videos and still photos seem to line up with Cabal deep-fake mind

control. Likely, his resume is the creation of Globalists and then was

somehow taken over by White Hats. He is the product of latex masks,

cosmetics and electronic fakery. Why stop with Bill Gates, Mark

Zuckerberg, Michele Obama, and Vivek Murthy? The only danger in

lying is stopping.

Last edited 4 hours ago by WrongWayCorrigan

This whole thing is screwed up. If true then it’s great that a good few

bad guy scum bags have been convicted and removed. But the big

players and enough of the deep state infrastructure remains so that
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they can continue with the shit. If nothing of significance happens

soon then this will all just fizzle out and come to nothing in the end.

Trump wants to get re-elected? How is this ever going to happen

when the the election will just be rigged again? None of this adds

up??!! Plus the issue of the clones and doubles. The deep state show

just goes on. Nothing has changed for the average man.

Could not agree more. “Trust The Plan” and “We have it all” and “The

storm is upon us” have all lost their meaning to the average folk. It’s

one thing to test people’s faith in the unseen, it’s another to %$#

with their minds.

I understand Gen. Berger’s frustration, BUT Trump gave him card

blaunch to do what is needed… Gen. Berger is too wound-tight to see

the game Trump is playing.

 
Maybe he should just do major arrest and make one big sweep!!!

 
Only time will tell!

And just maybe the General is not. He’s worked his rear end off for

this country.

 
Can’t you see the bags under his eyes? Stress, fatigue, no end of the

bullshit, ad naseum.

I can feel how frustrating it could be to be out of the loop

 
BUT

 
I do think firmly that President Trump knows what he is doing and

not everybody (maybe nobody) will understand by just listening or

reading what he say.

 
Is anybody do understand a masterchief player move, especially the

5D chess as Mr. Trump does.

Not understanding doesn’t means to be wrong.

 
We have to rely on the life body work of the person.

I did not and will not waive my trust on president Trump.

 
You may differ opinion and that’s okay, that’s what makes us humans

after all.
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Gen. H. Berger decision was like an Ultimatum saying quietly “you

tell me what is your plan or someone else will do my job as White

Hats commander”

 
If Mr. Trump doesn’t want to share his plan, he certainly have a good

reason… Not to me to judge it.

L:et,s see what the next weeks & months has to bring next.

Last edited 8 hours ago by WindGhost

I agree. If you look at the whole picture from the beginning, the DS

has been after Trump. Even the witch stated, “If he gets in, we’ll all

hang!” And she was –

NOW ‘Anonymous’ has been around for decades. They have been

showing the world all of the corrupt government’s dirty deeds, but it

wasn’t till Q came onto the scene, that the world took notice! Q has

shown us the way to get the dirt on them all, but also got people

world-wide involved.

Annons (short for anonymous) were posting everything they could

find on every social media to spread the facts & truth. Gen. Mike

Flynn called us digital soldiers.

 
Since the DS could not find nor identify Q, they started attacking the

messengers with censorship globally and started calling us QAnnon

– and you know the rest from here…

 
Fast forward to 2020 elections…

We also know that the election was stolen with all the data given to

the Pillow Guy – Mike. Trump & the White Hats had the data to

arrest and turn over the election – but didn’t, WHY?? Cause he knew

that no one would see ALL their corruption from around the world

and he’d be blamed for a coup.

All the traps were set and caught them all – even the courts looked

the other way…

 
While all this was happening, Trump, the billionaire businessman,
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bankrupt the US Corp. in Oct 2020 in Florida.

What does this mean? – To start, all agencies (sub-corps) of once the

US Corp are now illegally running a Ponzi in the name of said Corp!

How do you get rid of a corrupt government w/o bloodshed from a

civil war or a total insurrection from the people?  I give you the

smartest man in the world, anointed by God to pull this off, Donald J

Trump!

The Court approved the bankruptcy Jan 07, 2021 – So that makes

Trump the 19th president of the USA – All the amendments to the

constitution & Bill of Rights are now null as with all laws passed

since 1871. Getting back on the gold standard and getting rid of the

fiat money takes time plus other things – Trump and his team are

very busy setting up the new government. IMO, this is why Gen.

Berger was in the dark and frustrated with Trump’s antics being the

showman as usual.

Insurrection Act of 1807 is in full swing since Trump signed it on the

night of the steal and activated it on JAN 06, 2021 in his speech as

the fake insurrection from antifa/blm/fbi/etc were getting in the

building fulfilling the requirements of the ACT! This means that Gen.

Berger has FULL authority to bring the traitors to Justice!

Trump, the master chess player, told Gen. Berger to do it in the

background – meaning slow but steady as all their corruption comes

out and is shown to the world with other countries involved as well.

Seems like the White Hats are crumbling. I have always thought

Trump”s ego was his biggest problem. He put Berger in charge, then

doesn’t share the plans with him? Something is definitely wrong.

Can’t say I blame Berger.

I’m amazed at Berger’s patience. I’d have told Trump to shove it a

long time ago.
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Berger led the Whits Hats with honor and so many victories – while

Trump held pep rallies to congratulate himself and make endless

promises he would never fulfill.

I know who MY vote of confidence goes to.

Well done, General.

I don’t know what to say. This shit show had gone on now since

2008, when a black Muslim homosexual communist took over the

nation and did everything he could to destroy it from within. The

only bit of relief we’ve had was Trump’s 4 years. Now it just seems

like we are in an endless end times nightmare that we can’t wake up

from.

Jsou chvíle, kdy upřímně cítím, že náš prezident potřebuje strčit

druhou nohu do úst. Bůh nám pomáhej.

 

 


